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Abstract

Chronic cough is most commonly defined as a cough that persists for more than eight weeks and is estimated to affect more than 30 million people in the United States at any given time. Diseases contributing to the onset of chronic cough include asthma, pulmonary fibrosis, lung cancer, postnasal drip, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and bronchitis, and may include lifestyle choices such as smoking. For those who seek medical advice, pharmaceuticals and speech therapy are two common methods of combating chronic cough but serve to mask the symptoms rather than treat the problem; frequently, chronic cough is misdiagnosed or cannot be treated. Chronic cough negatively impacts an affected individual’s quality of life and often makes sleeping, eating, working, and speaking difficult. New hypotheses suggest hypersensitivity of the airway is the root cause of chronic cough in a large number of individuals. Though patients may experience different symptoms provoked by certain irritating factors such as postnasal drip, and GERD, it is hypothesized hypersensitivity is the link between a large quantity of chronic cough cases. The purpose of this research project was to design a prototype based on the patent pending method developed by Dr. Christy Ludlow to further investigate the relationship between hypersensitivity and chronic cough. The device enables researchers to control and monitor varying levels of vibration stimulus applied to the tracheal region of the neck with the goal of suppressing the urge to cough in persons with idiopathic cough. Through multiple iterations of user-centered design, a non-invasive wearable prototype was created for the first round of participant testing to assess the feasibility of the technology. Further testing and refinement of the device will validate vibration stimulus treatment for coughing.
Background

Chronic cough is most commonly defined as a cough that persists for more than eight weeks and is estimated to effect 9%-33% of the population [1]. One study in the United Kingdom reported 12% of the more than 4,000 people interviewed suffered a cough attack at least once a week; 7% said the cough interfered with daily activities [2]. Within the United States it is estimated that 27.4 million adults suffer from varying levels of chronic cough at any given time [3]. Coughing is also the most common reason people visit primary care physicians and respiratory specialists [4]. Chronic cough may be a symptom of underlying issues such as asthma, pulmonary fibrosis, lung cancer, postnasal drip, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), or bronchitis, or a result of lifestyle choices like smoking [5,6]. For those who seek medical advice, it has been shown that misdiagnosis and failure of treatment occur 12%-44% of the time [5]. These failures occur for many reasons. To diagnose a cough effectively, the patient must endure several expensive and time-consuming tests, such as chest radiography and spirometry [7]. Since coughing is such a common problem, most physicians use strategies such as “treat sequentially” and “treat all” instead. Physicians who use “treat sequentially” will diagnose a patient based on what they believe is a single cause. If the patient returns with recurring or new symptoms, the physician will then diagnose and treat the new symptoms. A physician using the “treat all” strategy will prescribe medication for a range of possible diagnosis based on the present symptoms. The physician can then avoid laborious tests and prescribe treatment options for the symptoms that are present at that time, but many times miss the underlying problem, leading to idiopathic diagnoses [7].

The treatment options commonly associated with chronic cough include decongestants, antihistamines, inhaled asthma medication, antibiotics, and cough suppressants, all of which
have side effects and can lead to serious health issues if abused or taken for too long [9].

Furthermore, treatment of the common causes of cough, such as postnasal drip and GERD, can take up to six months. This can result in patients taking the wrong pharmaceuticals for long periods of time, suffering the side effects while gaining no comfort [7].
**Introduction**

New studies have suggested an overlying cause of chronic cough could be the hypersensitivity of the cough reflex sensory system [4]. New hypotheses suggest there is a relationship between hypersensitivity and certain irritating factors such as postnasal drip, GERD, and others [4,10]. Though patients may experience different symptoms provoked by one or more of these factors, hypersensitivity of the cough reflex could be a link between a large quantity of chronic cough cases [4,10]. Recent studies have also shown that up to 40% of people with chronic cough also experience voice problems [4]. To combat both hypersensitivity and voice problems, speech therapy has become a new addition to the treatment regime for chronic cough, though few studies have shown its true efficacy in the successful treatment and cure of chronic cough [4,7,11]. Speech therapy is used to teach cough suppression techniques and retrain the cough reflex as well as help patients with their voice issues.

Though effective in some cases, drugs treat the symptoms of a cough and come with lasting side effects. Speech therapy has been successful in retraining the cough reflex but can be time consuming and expensive. A new solution is required for those suffering from chronic cough due to hypersensitivity of the cough reflex. Recent studies investigated the effects of using vibration to reduce the urge to cough in adults. Specifically, vibration was applied to the cervical trachea during inhalation of nebulized citric acid, an irritant commonly used to evoke coughing. The vibration was applied to the neck as the concentration of citric acid was increased. At each of the citric acid concentrations, vibration always reduced the urge to cough in healthy males [12]. Furthermore, excessive coughing is positively linked to a heightened cortical response in the brain and using vibration on the neck reduced this cortical response [13, 14]. The purpose of this report is to explain the process of creating a device capable of applying and monitoring
vibration to a patient's neck. Chronic cough negatively affects many people's quality of life; thus, it is important this device must remain functional and discrete during day to day activities while also suppressing cough.
Methods and Materials

Initial discussion with Dr. Ludlow and Dr. Kamarunas helped to set benchmarks for the design of this device. In 2015, Dr. Ludlow submitted a method patent for suppressing cough using vibration applied to the tracheal region of the neck. Dr. Ludlow employed the engineering department to help design a physical prototype to test the process laid out in the patent. Based on previous experience, it was important to Dr. Ludlow that the device applied a vibration between 50 and 300 Hz for up to 60 seconds at a time. The user also needed to have control over the frequency of vibration and force at which the vibration was applied to the neck.

Computer aided design (CAD) was used heavily for creating ideas which could be printed in three-dimensions using JMU engineering facilities. The process of designing the device began with deciding how the vibration would be applied to the neck at varying levels of force. Once the method of applying force had been devised, the average geometry of the female neck was used as a guide for the shape of the device since chronic cough is significantly more prevalent in women. CAD was used to develop drawings and print prototypes, which Nahom Fissaha, another engineering student, and I wore to ensure comfort and that the vibration was firmly applied to the neck. The final device includes three separate electronic devices. To measure the frequency of vibration and monitor cough frequency, a 500 g Kistler accelerometer is used. Brushless coin vibration motors are used as the source of vibration and Honeywell FSG force sensors monitor the force applied to the patient’s neck. The electronic components are housed in a single 3-D printed piece which is adjusted using a screw mechanism mounted to a larger housing secured to the neck.

LabVIEW was used for initial testing of the electrical components and all necessary wires were run through a National Instruments 9232 input module. Initial feasibility tests with
individuals suffering from chronic cough will be completed beginning in the Summer of 2018 using LabVIEW and National Instruments 9232 input module to power and control the applied vibration. The user control system utilizes a 100 kΩ rotary potentiometer and MOSFET circuit. The force sensor output and accelerometer data are compiled and analyzed using LabChart and a PowerLab 16/35 DAQ system.
Design Process

Application of Vibration to the Neck

The design of the device began with brainstorming the best method for applying vibration to the neck. Many ideas were sketched, but a screw mechanism was chosen due to its simplicity and ability for easy user control (Appendix A1). One such method was using a dial that could screw and click into certain positions, which could have been used as a guide for applying the correct amount of force (Appendix A2-3). This idea was changed to a simple screw for maximum user control and simplicity of design. A screw would thread through a nut and external housing which was secured to the neck using straps. The screw would then push another housing out against the neck, making contact with the force sensitive resistor (FSR) (Figure 1). When deciding on the method of measuring force, the two options included an air pressure bulb or a FSR. The FSR was originally chosen because it was easily integrated into the smaller housing and did not require any additional external measuring device other than the computer and DAQ system.
Figure 1: Drawing of screw mechanism pushing up against smaller housing, which contains the FSR, vibrator, and accelerometer and made contact with the individual's neck. As the bolt was turned it would thread through the nut and push the smaller housing out, applying a greater force to the neck. The FSR would record the force applied.

**Design of Neck Piece**

After deciding on a method to apply vibration to the neck, the larger neck housing was designed to support applying the vibration and the geometry of the neck. An initial device was printed using a 3D printer with a slight curvature to test the best curvature for overall comfort and fit of the device. After Nahom and I wore the device, it became apparent this device was too bulky and uncomfortable (Figure 2), so a cylinder with a circumference of 14.5 inches was used as a guide to create the curvature of the neck piece to ensure the proper fit (Figure 3, Appendix B1-2). Much of the bulk was also removed from the initial concept to form a more winged shaped design. This was done to decrease the weight of the device and to allow users to hide the device more easily.
Figure 2: Original neck piece concept, which included the hexagonal hole for the nut which the bolt threaded through and two strap holes for a single neck strap.

Figure 3: The average women’s neck circumference was used as a template for creating the curvature of the neck piece. The half cylinder represents the curvature of the neck, which was used as a guide for creating the curve of the wing shaped piece mounted to it.
Electronics Housing

After the initial wing-shaped housing was designed, a housing insert for the electronic components was designed to fit inside the larger, wing-shaped housing. The thought process behind this smaller housing was to position the vibrator as close to the neck as possible to ensure the amplitude of vibration was sufficient to suppress cough. The accelerometer was placed directly behind the vibrator to save space. Finally, the FSR was behind the accelerometer, but with a wall between the two since the FSR was absorbing the force of the screw (Figure 4, 5). The FSR was sandwiched between the wall of the housing and a smaller square insert that applied the force directly to the contact surface of the FSR. This small insert was square to keep it from spinning while the screw was threaded through the neck piece. It was crucial each component had a tight fit to keep the components from moving or interfering with the accelerometer data, thus the housing was redesigned a few times to create the best fit for each component.

![Figure 4: Electronics housing with the vibrator, accelerometer, and FSR all in respective locations. This housing fits inside the larger wing-shaped neck piece.](image-url)
Electronics Testing and Calibration

Once the electronics fit well inside the housing and the screw mechanism pushed the housing towards the neck, the next step was to test the vibrator and accelerometer outputs. The concern with these tests was whether or not the accelerometer could distinguish a cough while the vibration was on. The tests were designed to help clarify whether separate accelerometers were needed to distinguish between vibration and coughing. Nahom wore the device and ran through multiple scenarios in order to test these the accelerometer response to the vibrator with and without coughing. In order to answer these questions, Nahom performed five different tests outlined in Table 1.
For test one, Nahom coughed ten times, once every ten seconds (Appendix C1). This test was completed to show the recorded acceleration of coughing without any vibration present. On average, a cough generated between 0.005 and 0.007 g’s. The second test included Nahom reading a few lines from a book to observe the accelerometer output while speaking; the speaking generated another graph with an average acceleration of only 0.002 g’s (Appendix C2). Because speaking generated acceleration values that were significantly less than the coughing acceleration values, these two tests showed cough could be distinguished from speaking. During the third test, Nahom wore the device while the vibration frequency was increased by 10% every ten seconds until it reached 100%. The graph generated showed acceleration values from 0 to 0.02 g’s, depending on the frequency of vibration (Appendix C3). To generate data including both cough and vibration, the fourth test began at 0% of the total frequency and increased by 10% every ten seconds. Beginning at the five second mark, Nahom coughed once every ten seconds. The graph generated shows an increase in vibration frequency with visual spikes at 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 seconds, representing Nahom’s coughs (Figure 6). After 65 seconds, or 60% of the maximum frequency, the data became convoluted. This showed that vibration and coughs are not easily distinguishable beyond a sixty percent frequency level, or about 150 Hz. Finally, Nahom read the same passage as the vibration frequency was increased from 0% to 100% (Appendix C4). This graph had no distinguishable characteristics between speaking and increasing vibration frequency.
Table 1: Test number and description; testing accelerometer output response to vibration, speaking, and coughing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One cough every ten seconds for ten coughs; no vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read passage from book without vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Start vibration at 0% of maximum frequency; increase by 10% every 10 seconds until 100% is reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Start vibration at 0% of maximum frequency; increase by 10% every 10 seconds until 100% is reached; Nahom coughs every 10 seconds starting at 5 second mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Start vibration at 0% of maximum frequency; increase by 10% every 10 seconds until 100% is reached; Nahom will read passage from book until 100% is reached</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Graph showing cough peaks while increasing the vibration frequency; cough peaks are distinguishable until 65 seconds.

Following the analysis of the vibrator and accelerometer relationship, the FSR needed to be calibrated to give a force output. Without manipulation, this sensor gave an output in the form of voltage; calibrated weights were used to find a function that represented the relationship between voltage and force applied to the neck. During this process, it became obvious that calibrating the sensor would be very difficult. Since the FSR worked by pushing down on a
certain region of the resistor, any change in where the force was applied drastically changed the output voltage (Figure 7). Although the square insert allowed the screw to push on the FSR in a specific point each time, any movement at all, especially during use by a person, would skew the data. For this reason, it became apparent that a new force measuring device was needed. The new sensor would need a defined contact point that could withstand movement by the user without skewing the force applied data. These characteristics were found in a Honeywell FSG force sensor, which worked similarly to the FSR, but had a plunger that applied force to an internal force sensitive resistor (Figure 8). This way, the user could move around, but a change in the point of contact on the sensor would not change the output recorded.

Figure 7: FSR application area is highly sensitive. If the distribution of force moves around on the application area, the output changes drastically.
Figure 8: The force is applied to the silver plunger at the center of the Honeywell FSG force sensor.

Since the new force sensor was larger, the electronics housing needed to be redesigned. A larger compartment was cut for the FSG with a raised base that centered the sensor directly on the incoming screw (Figure 9). At this point, the leads on the sensor remained longer for testing purposes.

Figure 9: The Honeywell FSG force sensor sat snuggly inside the electronics housing. The plunger faced in the direction of the blue arrow in order to accept the force of the incoming screw.
With all the electronics in place, calibrating the FSG ensured this force sensor could provide the precision required of the device. Calibrated weights were again used to find a function that represented the relationship between voltage and force applied to the neck. In this case, weights up to 440 grams were stacked up on the FSG and the output voltage was recorded; a trendline was fit to the resulting data to capture the relationship (Figure 10). A weight of 440 grams is much larger than the weight patients have felt discomfort in past studies according to Dr. Ludlow, therefore the calibration exceeds the maximum force that will be applied to any individual.

![Figure 10: Calibration data for FSG force sensor, where mass = voltage - 0.4799 / 0.0004.](image)

**Comfort and Functionality**

After calibration, it was important to wear the device to ensure all pieces fit together well and the device was comfortable. One crucial aspect of the design was ensuring the electronics housing remained against the neck at all times in order to properly apply the vibration to the
tracheal region. The tracheal region is depressed slightly into the neck, making application difficult. While wearing the device, it was apparent the electronics housing was not being pulled against the neck properly due to the placement of the straps on the outer housing (Appendix D1-2). The straps previously pulled from a point almost flush with the neck. After moving the strap points further away from the neck, the device made more solid contact with the correct area of the neck (Figure 11a-b).

![Figure 11: Change in strap attachment location; moved from flush with the neck (a) to further away from the neck (b).](image)

With the strap locations repositioned, the device was almost ready for preliminary testing. The device was printed using a stronger, but more comfortable resin (Figure 12). The wires leaving the device were all soldered and placed in a single connector for ease of use during testing (Figure 13). A potentiometer was placed in a 3D printed control box so the individual can easily control and turn off the vibration during testing (Figure 14).
Figure 12: Final prototype printed using tough resin; this material is stronger and more comfortable for the user.

Figure 13: the FSG sensor and vibrator were soldered to longer wires and inserted into a connector. The other end of the connector is wired to all the required power sources and data acquisition systems with all wires connected to one connection.
Figure 14: The potentiometer controller was placed in a box to keep all wires away from the user and give the user a firm box to hold on to. The knob allows the user to easily adjust and click off the vibration frequency.
Conclusion and Recommendations

The next step is to use this device to test the efficacy of the process laid out in the method patent. Testing of the device has IRB approval at both JMU and Sentara Rockingham Memorial Hospital. In order to begin testing, the organization of the wiring and LabVIEW program need to be finalized. The device will then be fully ready to test on individuals.

During testing, the vibrator and force sensor will both be powered by LabVIEW through the National Instruments DAQ. The accelerometer and force sensor output will run through the PowerLab 16/35 DAQ system to another computer running LabChart software, which will track all incoming data with respect to time. LabChart will track acceleration from the accelerometer, voltage output from the force sensor, electromyography, and respiration. These outputs combined will assist in building relationships between vibration and suppressing cough in individuals who are tested. After completing the tests, the individuals will be asked a series of questions regarding the comfort and fit of the current device (Appendix E1-3). The survey will help answer questions about the strap placement and comfort, how long the device could be worn comfortably, discreetness of the device, and opinion on additional features that may be necessary. The data and survey questions will help guide redesign and addition of features to make the device functional and comfortable for everyday use.
Appendices

Appendix A

Figure A1: Rough sketch of force application method; the tension of the spring would keep the vibrator pushed against the neck.
Figure A2: Sketch of lever mechanism for applying force to the tracheal region of the neck. The mechanism uses two sets of teeth that interlock when tightened. The user could loosen the teeth with the knob, adjust the lever closer or further from the neck, then tighten the teeth back together to keep the lever in the correct position.
Figure A3: Drawing of method for applying vibration to neck. In this drawing, the user turned a knob that would thread the screw through the neck piece and up against the smaller housing, thus pushing on the neck. In this design, the threading also included small clicks to generate positions the user could use as a guide.
Appendix B

Figure B1: Computer aided design of device using neck as model (front view)

Figure B2: Computer aided design of device using neck as model (side view)
Appendix C

Figure C1: Relationship between acceleration (g’s) and coughing for Test 1. The data showed large peaks for coughs, showing that coughs will be easily disguisable using the accelerometer.

Figure C2: Relationship between acceleration (g’s) and speaking for Test 2. Speaking created less g’s than coughing, showing that a cough can be determined over a conversation.
Figure C3: Relationship between acceleration (g’s) and vibration frequency for Test 3, which showed a consistent increase in acceleration as vibration frequency is increased.

Figure C4: Relationship between acceleration (g’s) and speaking with vibration for Test 5. This test showed speaking has no distinguishable characteristics while the vibration is on.
Appendix D

Figure D1: Two straps hold the device in place. The top strap secures the device to the neck while the bottom strap pulls the device into the tracheal region.

Figure D2: Side view of device being worn with two straps; the bottom strap is flush with neck, which was later changed to improve the pull towards the tracheal region of the neck
Appendix E

Figure E1: Close up image of device with two straps and screw mechanism.

Figure E2: Close up image of wing-shaped piece with threaded nut
Figure E3: Full view of wing-shaped piece with two straps attached at mounting locations.
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